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Reds Win Oktoberfest- German Atmosphere Prevails
By Ellen Cassada
Oktoberfest is officially over.
The hard work of Geist, the
various classes, organizations
and sororities resulted in all loose

VOL. LI

ends being tied up and hopefully Oktoberfest marked a reunion of
in success for all concerned.
alumnae and students, and a
A little bit of Germany reestablishment of the Ixmgwood
enveloped Longwood at the very cooperation and fellowship.
beginning of the week end. Exhibitions of bonds between
students old, new and yet to
come.
In 1927 the carnival, now
described as "...a real, sure
enough circus with side shows,
freaks, animals, clowns, ring
performances, circus food,
trinkets, and continuous music
(provided by the HampdenSydney orchestra)" was listed as
a main event on campus.
During the following years,
a number of changes were
made in the Circus format.
In 1935, it was first held in
October and also in the "30's,
Alpha Kappa Gamma, a national
leadership fraternity on campus,
assumed responsibility for its
organization. Students were
chosen for the honored positions

of Ringmaster, animal trainer,
and carnival chairman for their
intellectual ability, leadership,
and spirit.
In the late 1940's the Carnival
began to have guiding themes,
such as "Mardi Gras," and "Gay
Nineties," and was expanded to
two days. The entire affair with
the exception of skits was held
outside, and a parade through
Farmville was added to the list
of activities. Usherettes were
chosen from each class in 1950 to
assist the Ringmaster and
Barker in conducting the week
end activities.
In 1966 a major revision was
made in the annual festival.
Members of Alpha Kappa
Gamma, Dean Wilson, Dr.
Frances Brown, and Dr. Carolyn
Wells founded an honorary
campus organization whose
purpose it was to "recognize and
encourage leadership, promote

college loyalty, perserve ideals
and traditions of the College, and
to foster high ideals of service
and scholarship." The newly
formed organization was Geist,
named after the German word
for spirit and imagination. Geist
assumed responsibility for the
Circus week end, which was now
re-named "Geist Festival."
In 1968, Oktoberfest, a
traditional German festival
celebrated in October, was
announced as the new theme.
Judges for the booths were:
Mr. David Alexick, Ms. Mary
Alice Graves, Ms. Mary Jo
Dollins, Mr. Kurt Corriher, and
Mrs. Toy Dowdy. The freshman
class booth was the overall
winner, but the Reds and Greens
lied in the totals for 37 points
each.
The Reds won Color Rush,
obtaining 20 more points
(Continued on Page 8)
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Study Seminars Sponsored By Dean Of Students Office
By ANITA RIVARD
Beginning on Monday, October
13, three "How To Study"
Seminars of seven sessions each
were initiated through the office
of the Deans of Students. Dr.
Mary A. Heintz, Dean of
Students, Dr. Jan L. Harris,
Associate Dean of Students, and
Miss Terrie Swann, assistant
Dean of Students, are each in
charge of a group designed to accommodate twenty-five students.
Each of the three groups has
been limited to twenty-five students because it was felt that the
program could not be carried out
as efficiently if forced to accommodate more than seventyfive students overall. Each of the
three groups will follow the same
general outline that was agreed
upon by the Deans of Students.
However, the groups have
different meeting times and
places so that the student may
choose a time to fit her schedule.
The seminars will be
supplemented by the book Best
Methods of Study which is
available in the campus
bookstore in the paperback
edition. According to Dr. Harris,
the program will not only deal
with methods of study, but will
also cover certain factors that
affect achievement. "Roughly
speaking, we will be dealing with
matters pertaining to things such
as motivation and emotional
factors . . .goals (will be
discussed), because goals are
terribly
fundamental
to
achievement," Dr. Harris said.
Other points to be considered are
the reasons for wanting better
results, and how to obtain better
results through the development
of study habits and the
organization of study habits.
"Input" and "Output"
Important
Two main areas of study that
the seminars have been set up to
discuss are "input" and
"output," according to Dr.

Harris. She explained that input
involves the study techniques of
organization
and review.
Organization of study materials
deals with underlining passages
in the text and taking adequate
notes. Reviewing study material
is perhaps best accomplished by
verbal recitation and the use of
various memory devices. The
seminars will also aid the student
by emphasis on "approaching
different subjects with different
techniques .. (there is a
difference between) what is
abstract
and
what
is
concrete,"Dr. Harris said.
In the area of output, students
should realize the importance of
research papers, essays, articles,
book reports, themes, and oral
presentations
in
gaining
knowledge of a subject. Dr.
Harris defines output as
"creative writing or verbal
presentations."
The importance of reading
abilities and comprehension and
its effect on achievement will
also be discussed. Another area
to be covered by the seminars,
and one which should interest the
majoi ity of students, is preparing
for and taking exams. Dr. Harris
said that this will deal with
both "emotional and mental
preparation."
Purpose of the Program
The program was developed
due to the fact thaf'many
students express the fact that
they never really learned how to
study," Dr. Harris commented.
She added that many students
find it difficult to make the
transition between high school
and college because "the college
level is more demanding."
However, the seminars are not
designed for freshmen only, nor
are they specifically set up for
poor students. The program is
basically geared for "the student
who is not satisfied with what
she's doing," Dr. Harris
explained.

"The whole purpose, as I see it,
is to help the individual get
maximum potential . . achieve
the highest level possibly for
them," Dr. Harris said. She
added, "Most people are not
achieving to their individual level
either because their expectations
are too high or they are not
getting maximum productivity."
Through these seminars, the
Deans of Students will strive to
help the individual students "find
and put to use their own
resources," Dr. Harris said.
Students will be urged to "set a
goal and proceed to meet that
goal," she added. Dr. Harris
emphasized that "we want to
help the students achieve their
goals, but not set goals for them."
Background Information
Some research was done by Dr.
Harris in preparing the general
outline to be used in the "How to

Study"
Seminars.
Some
important insights may be gained
when one considers a study done
by Choi and Malak in which they
attempted to identify the basis (if
poor achievement by students.
The study deals with faculty
perception of poor academic
performance. Faculty members
who work with students on the
freshman and sophomore levels
were asked what they thought
were the ten most prominent
characteristics that contribute to
poor academic performance. The
results of the nationallyrecognized study are as follows:
1. inability to synthesize factual
and conceptual principles
2. inability to apply principles
in analogous situations
3. inability to perform
adequately on examinations.
4. inability to write effectively.
5 failure to attend class
regularly.

6. inability lo complete
assignments on time.
7. insufficient prerequisite
knowledge and background.
8. inability to ask questions in
class.
9. inability to comprehend
conceptual principles.
10. lack of participation in class
discussions.
Most students can recognize
several of the proceeding
achievement obstacles in
themselves. You are the students for whom these seminars were developed. Take advantage of them!
For further information,
consult the Deans of Students
offices. Interested students are
asked lo sign up as loan as
possible (in the bulletin board
between the offices of Dr. Harris
and Miss Swann.
SEE SCHEDULE PAGE 8

Different Systems Of Handling Bad
Checks Investigated- Various Views
By MAUREEN HANLEY
The ad hoc committee, which
was established to investigate the
bad check situation, is now in
the process of formulating a bad
check system to deal with this
pre sently
increasing
circumstance.
Since
the
committee does not have a basic
guidline to go by, they are looking
into different schools who have a
workable bad check system.
They have obtained several ideas
for a usable system from schools
that attended an area conference last week.
Some of the colleges that
attended
were
Hollins,
Lynchburg
College
and
Washington and I^ee. Each of
these schools had their own
system or standard that they

went by and each one was
different. Hollins feels that the
students should cope with the
problems of bad checks by
themselves to foster a sense of
maturity. While Lynchburg
College, which has a very
impressive system, has set up
four basic guidelines to go by.
These guidelines are as follows:
1) to promote a better
relationship between the students
of the college and the merchants
of the community; 2) to make it
easier for responsible students to
cash checks in the merchant
community and to especially
benefit those students who have
out-of-state checking accounts;
3) to assure the merchant that if
he does receive a "bad check"
from a Lynchburg College

student that every action under
due process of the system as
operated' by the Bad Check
committee at Lynchburg will be
carried out, to have the violation
reimburse the merchant within a
reasonable period of time; and
finally 4) lo bring to the atlention
of the student body the
inconvenience caused to both
parties when a "bad check" is
passed and likewise, to point out
the advantage to both parlies
when the student conducts his
financial affairs in a reasonable
manner. When the committee has
been notified of a bad check,
the student is sent a letter to let
them know that the Bad Check
committee has received word
that they have passed a "bad
(Continued on Page 6)
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Credit Offered
For Participation
In Various
Organizations
One area of both interest and concern to the administration and some of the students is the lack of
support which

many students have for various

organizations. Most organizations on this campus have
been the victims of a trend by which students reap the
benefits but refuse to do the actual work.
A few questions must be asked: what would it be
like if nobody ran for major offices next year? what
would students say if the Student Union collapsed and
concerts, movies, etc., ceased on this campus? and
what would the student reaction be if The Rotunda did
not appear on Wednesday night?
One possible solution for this problem would be

Commentary: Co-Education
Brings Changes To L.C.
By BILL ATKINSON
Small towns anywhere in the
United States have many
characteristics in common. The
intellectual and social lives of
their inhabitants dwindle to
almost nothing, and the
progressive ideas of the
preceeding decade are upheld in
virtuous stagnation. If the small
town is also rural, the stagnation
and rigidity of the inhabitants'
attitudes are encouraged by the
vampiric dominance of the
financieers over the ill-educated
farming community. In this
condition Farmville is unique
only where the more wellinformed minds of Longwood are
concerned. In commendable
action early this year Dr. Willett,
an acknowledged supporter of
I^ongwood's sexual segregation,
reversed Longwood's
interpretation of the Catch-22
Title IX.
Co-education has been hanging
in I>ongwood's future for several
years. Its arrival should have
found the administration well
prepared to handle every
problem "going male" could
offer. Unfortunately,
the
administration has seemingly
been caught flat-foot in its
attempt to extricate its feet from
the muck of the small-town
swamp. Instead of being
informed by a cohesive, welldirected desegregation,
Ixingwood students are rudely
confronted with doubts for next
year. Ill-informed altitudes, in
response to these doubts, could
easily become reactionary, and
irrevocably destroy chances for a
harmonious coeducational
college at Longwood. The school
and its accompanying, guiding,
and
sometimes
stifling
perspectives will change with
some iraditions dying and being
replaced by more modern

practices. The keys to a
successful
and
creative
desegregation are the decisions
made about what at Longwood
will change, and how to adapt
these foundations effectively.
Two things which will certainly
change are administrative
policies and dining hall
procedures. The switch (from
cuddling and mollifying a
minority of non-conventionalists
in a majority of subtly dominated
and protected middle class
women) to coping with the
realities of a modern progressive
world will be the most difficult
change for the administration.
Clear and explicit suggestions
will replace the subtly worded,
general directive.' which seem to
have intimidated before. Student
contact among the higher
echelons of the administration
will broaden and, as a result,
some of the archaic traditions,
such as dining hall procedures
will progress. Sit down dinners
and the accompanying dress
requirements may give way to an
open cafeteria service with
longer serving hours. Eligible
students may be replrcing
workers in the kitchens in place
of the bureaucratic, but
indespensible, waitress system.
By replacing minimum wage
workers with studeni wage
workers, the college could
theoretically save money.
Another
money
saving
procedural change would involve
dormitory
policies.
The
administration and residence
board have made progress in the
past few years in dormitory
regulations.
The gradual
relaxation of over-protective
dormitory policies has been a
commendable step towards a
realistic college social life. By
extending the open door policies
in the dorms, the school could

offering an academic credit. Students who participate
in Student Government could be eligible to receive, say
one credit a semester; and to receive this credit there
could possibly be seminars incorporated into the
program on such areas as problem-solving, decision
making, and group leading. Other organizations such

WANTED
Short stories, poetry, essays, reviews, artwork and
photography for publication in the 1976 GYRE. Literature must
be typed or printed and cannot be returned. Submit to Box 1135
in I^ankford. Art and photography will be returned. Submit to
art editor, Sharon Park.
Questions, call Karen Foster (literary) or Sharon Park
(art) both at 392-9248.

as Student Union, Longwood Players, etc. could utilize

conceivably cut down to the
necessary expenses for security.
The financially needy students
who would lose aid if the waitress
system were changed could work
short shifts as door guardians.
Besides allowing students their
right to self-determinism in
social life, such a system might
reduce college expenditures for
Campus Police.
A tradition which should
remain in an adapted form is the
concept of sisterhood. As a
unifying sharing the class color
systems
are
remarkably
effective, but the all-inclusive
sisterhood theme has bound the
intellects and emotions of the all
female student body to an
incomparable common ground. It
has been such an effective
integral of Longwood that Robert
Heinlein's water-brother concept
would be one of the few current
altitudes which could attempt to
supplement a coed longwood.
Orientation. Honor Code signing,
and Oktobeifesl are among other
iraditions which could, and
should, survive with little
adaptation. Sororities may be
allowed
more
complete
fulfillment of sorority concepts
by off-campus houses. longwood Men's Association will
face the final viable alternatives
of fraternal sponsorship or sexual
integration. Both would be as
ihey should be.
Perhaps the greatest challenge
(challenge - not obstacle) in
coeducation is the adaptation of
students attitudes. Longwood is
confronted with three possible
reactions to coeducation: It can
remain female dominated;
become male dominated; or, and
this is the sole realistic
alternative, Longwood could
become simply a college. Fears
of domination by either sex in
class situations can evolve into
natural and easy competition.
Such intellectual play would lead
lo sorely needed re-evaluations of
curriculum, and key-note the outof-class social life. longwood
faces a monumental opportunity.
Realizing that the other sex is a
complement, and not an opposite,
may push Longwood to an
awareness of its potential.
Sulicases may then retire to
occasional rests in closets.

the same system.
This system could also be used by the publications,
who really need student participation. Seminars in this
area could include people knowledgable in various

THE I«QTUNDA^<
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students seem to be more academically oriented in
anas which interest them. This type of system would

CALL 392-9245

offer | credit and knowledge for constructive participation.
The faculty may look negatively on this idea for
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the reasons that it would be hard to supervise, and
there
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couldn't
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standard
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technique; what must be considered, though, is the*
fact that these organizations offer the students and the
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aspects of photography, writing, etc.
What needs to be realized on this topic is that
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working on these organizations, it offers them first
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Judy Amos , Bettie Bass, Karen Foster, Ellen
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hesitate to involve themselves in activities which take
them away from their courses.
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Opinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and
its columnists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
student body or the administration.
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Jan & Cov Perform Last Coffeehouse
By ELLEN CASSADA
Singing, "because we like it,"
Jan Waldron and Cov Pack
played for Coffeehouse October
12 in the Gold Room from 8:00
until 10:00 p.m. They have been
playing together since their
freshman year "just becuase we
wanted to. We sang together
when we had time, and it has
developed from there."
Both seniors, Jan is a Spanish
major from Bedford and Cov is a
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
major
from
Chesapeake.
They were sponsored by Geist
and the Student Union. "It'll
probably be our last time
logether, and we wanted to do it."
Some of their older songs
included "Friends," "Until It's
Time," "Corner of the Sky,"
"Rainbow," "Red Rubber Ball,"
"Ain't No Sundshine," and
"Summer
Breeze."
New
additions to their collection were
"I Need You," "You've Lost That
living Feeling," "Sing in the
Sunshine," and their newest,
"Last Song Together," They also
sang "Nobody was Knowing,"
which they copyrighted last year.
Jan and Cov also choose a wide
variety of composers for their
songs, including numbers from

John Denver, Elton John, Helen
Reddy, Carole King, Seals and
Crofts, Carly Simon, Bill Withers
and Art Garfunkel, and for a bit
of originality, they change some
of the pieces slightly.
Besides coffee-houses, Jan and
Cov have also played at
weddings, the Hotel Roanoke
during a Spanish convention,
Delta Si Kappa Alumni functions,
and during recruiting trips.
"Friends will come back after
graduation and want to hear us,
so we sit and play real informally
in the room."
What types of songs do they like
to sing? "Sometimes we'll choose
a song whether it fits up or not.
We do things we like and those we
can get into."
The twosome back up their
music and voices with their own
instruments. Both play the
guitar, and Jan also uses the
piano and harmonica while Cov
beats out the rhythm on bongo
drums
and
percussion
instruments. "Cov really has
rhythm," Jan commented. Jan
played background music last
year for an album made by high
school friend, and Cov used to
play for a small band. Cov
commented, "I like to hear Jan
sing. When we sing together, it's

nice harmony, but when she sings
by herself, I really like it."
Jan and Cov will be student
teaching next semster, so this
coffeehouse was probably their
last major performance here at
Longwood. "It's
sad," Jan
stated," because we have got
different things going for us in the
future."
Jan and Cov have been a
favorite duo on Longwood's
campus for a long time and they
have almost become a tradition
within themselves. Hardly a skit
is put on without Jan and Cov
playing and singing in the
sidelines.
We've
enjoyed
listening to and laughing with
them. If their singing is any
indication of their career success,
there's no doubt they'll make it
with no problems. They'll be
missed, but the future holds
much to look forward to.
"Now
time can dim the
memory, the distance blur the
time.
Still the road I travel has many
hills to climb.
But all the songs we sang
together
Echo still today.
Certain eyes and certain smiles
never slip away."

9
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Health Services At Various Colleges
By ELLEN CASSADA
For some time now, longwood
has been re-evaluating the
position of college physician.
Past criticisms have been
bountiful, and now there is a
beginning of looking at other
college health services around
the state, in hopes of enabling
Ixmgwood to better serve its
students, and in a wider and more
qualified capacity.
The 1975-1976 bulletin of
longwood, pages 18-19, state,
"The college maintains a Student
Health Service. An excellent
health
record
has
been
established through cooperative
efforts of the College Physician
and other departments that are in
a position to assist in the
promotion of student health. The
Service is staffed by the College
Physician who is assisted by five
registered nurses.
"Every student must file a
Health Record in the Infirmary.
This record must include the
results of an up-to-date physical
examination, signed by the
student's physician.
"Students needing medical
attention are treated in the wellequipped infirmary maintained
by the College. The infirmary
gives twenty-four hour service
with a nurse available at all
times. The College Physician is
available on call at any hour.
Services of consultants,
hospitalizalion,
private
nurses,
special
prescriptions, x-rays, other
laboratory work, etc., are at the
expense of the students. The
College Physician communicates
with the parents immediately in
case of serious illness.

qort

"The Southside Community
Hospital is located only a few
blocks from the College. It is well
equipped and is in the charge of a
capable staff of physicians and
surgeons. The College Physician
is a member of the staff."
Madison
Madison College, even though
it is supplied with a glamorous
budget, has a quite different
statement on student health
services. Pages 15-16 of the
current bulletin state, "The
medical staff includes physicians
who specialize in orthopedics,
general surgery, gynecology and
psychiatry. A physical therapist
is also available
Additionally,
registered nurses are on duly 24
hours daily to receive students
and assist the physicians.
Regularly scheduled outpatient, screening clinics are
conducted by the nursing staff.
Students are received at the
Health Center on a first come,
first
serve
basis.
Those students who wish to see a
physician may contact the Health
Center in advance for an
appointment ...
"In addition to the out-patient,
screening clinic, short term inpatient care is also provided. If it
is necessary to stay in the Health
Center, the staff will help to make
you comfortable. Clean linens
and meals are provided in
addition to health care. Visitors
are permitted during the hours of
6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
"Services of the Health Center
are available to all students
taking seven or more hours,
including commuting as well as
residential students. These
services do not include the cost of

2. gibberish; confused and
meaningless talk or writing,
jargon, n'■• L the language o? (i e., philosophers, pedants,
a special group or profession
television engineers, etc.)
o
(i e, doctors, show-btz types,etc.)

prescriptions, private nursing,
hospital
care,
surgical
operations, or services of
specialists not on the College
staff.
"In the event of a more serious
illness or accident, the Health
Center is able to make special
arrangements with Rockingham
Memorial Hospital for your
treatment.
Any
student
anticipating hospitalizalion must
first report to the Health Center
where the attending nurse will
offer prompt assistance.
"Students are required to carry
health and accident insurance."
Washington and Lee
Washington and Lee's current
handbook contains a very short
and concise summary of student
health services. Page 60 states,
"The University maintains a
medical office, clinic, and
infirmary .
Around-the-clock
supervision of these facilities
when classes are in session is
maintained by a staff of four -'
registered
nurses.
The
University retains two I^exington
physicians who have general
responsibility for student health
and medical needs; they have
office hours
Monday through
Friday."
This college does, however,
publish a booklet entirely on
"Everything you always wanted
to know about student health
services." Its contents include
sections on the health center and
infirmary, mental health,
athletic medicine, dental care
and supplemental health plans. It
also contains a listing of
university health
service
personnel,
community
physicians and dentists, and a (Mote: only one profession
has perfected the art oC
hogwash Educators.
They have so polished their jagon

student health committee.
Washington and I,ee provides a
15-bed
infirmary
and
psychological and psychiatric
counseling services, available at
no additional charge to students.

Radioed
Radford, which made the
changes three years ago that
longwood is preparing to make
now, has health services much
the same as Ixmgwood. Page 27
of the current handbook states,
"The Student Health Center is an
out-patient clinic which provides
quality health care for all
students. Its chief purpose is to
take care of general health
problems which arise during the
student's enrollment a( Radford
College ...
"The College physician is on
duty each weekday morning and
staff nurses can communicate
with the College physician in the
event of emergencies ...
"The medical fee paid by
students
covers
the
administering
of
general
medications
stocked
in
the Student Health Center and the
services of the College physician
and the nursing staff. It does not
cover laboratory studies, x-ray
studies, medications which are
not slocked in the Studenl Health
Center, fees charged by offcampus physicians if the
consultation has been advised by
the Health Center physician,
hospital emergency fees, or
hospitalizalion and ambulance
service ...
"Equipment such as crutches,
canes and hot water bottles are
available in the Health Center.
Any such equipment issued to
students which is not returned
Educators can no
longer understand
one another.)

9
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will be charged to the student's
college account."
Mary Baldwin
The student health services of
Mary Baldwin College are
described on pages 26-27. They
"include a 24-hour staffed
infirmary to provide bed rest,
medical care, consultation,
counseling,
and
general
assistance in securing medical
information
upon studenl
request. Doctor's hours are on
Wednesday and Friday. In
addition, the services of a
gynecologist and a psychiatrist
are available ..
"All appointments with
specialists should be made
through the infirmary, not only so
that student health will have a
complete record of treatment of
each student, but also so that the
bill will be covered by studenl
insurance I up to $25 for a referral
to
a
specialist
when
requisitioned by the infirmary
physician for diagnosis or
treatment of sickness while the
student is in residence; up to $10
for outpatient fees for tests such
as metabolism, lab, diagnostic xray exams performed in the
doctor's office or a hospital
outpatient; and ambulance service of $10 to and $10 from the
hospital.) Before going l« the
specialist, the student should
obtain from the infirmary a
referral slip and an insurance
claim form. The bill of any
student who makes her own
appointment or who fails to
return her referral slip to the
infirmary after an appointment
will have to be paid by the student
or her parents.
"Exception: Appointments
with the psychiatrist or
gynecologist may be made either
through the infirmary or by
contacting the doctor's office
directly. . .
"The infirmary will not make
dental appointments for students,
but routine dental care is not
covered by student insurance
"Student insurance is in force
whether a student is at the
college or away and claims for
medical expenses are made
through the infirmary."
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Twenty-six L.C. Seniors
Chosen As Who's Who
Twenty-six Ix>ngwood seniors,
compared to Twenty-three last
year, have been selected for the
nationally recognized Who's Who
in American Colleges and
Universities.
This annual honor is extended
to students with high academicstanding who have at least a 2.5
accumulative average and who
have shown qualities of
leadership in their services to the
college.
These students are nominated
by a committee composed of
student government and Geist
advisors, the Senior class
sponsor,
the
Department
chairmen, and members of CHI
from last year.
Following this procedure, a
selection committee selects the
recipients of this award from
those chosen. This committee is
composed of the President of the
college, Dean of the college, Dean
of Students, Director of Special
Services, and the President of the
Junior class.
The seniors chosen this year
consist of:
Annette Acker, a Music
F.ducation
major
from
Harrisonburg, Va. Annette was a
member
of
Freshman
Commission, and colleagues. She
has made the Dean's list and is
also a member of Sigma Alpha
lota honorary. She serves on the
Music Policy Advisory Council
and is a member of Geist.
An art major from Richmond,
Donna Adams has made the
Dean's list and is President of the
Athletic Association. She was the
junior
co-chairman
of
Oktoberfest in 1975 and has
served on various college
committees.
Katrina Bateman is a physical
education major from Salem, Va.
Katrina has been a member of
Klowns and is a Judicial Board

representative. She was a
colleague and an Orientation
Iieader. She is also a member of
Geist and Delta Psi Kappa
honorary.
An English major from Rocky
Mount, Doris Boitnott was a
colleague, and is now serving as
chairman of Residence Board.
Doris was also an orientation
leader and has served on a variety
of college committees.
Donna Brubaker is a senior
Physical Education major from
Richmond. Donna has made the
Dean's list and was a member of
the Basketball team. She was
junior co-chairman of the 1974
Oktoberfest, and a member of
Alpha lambda Delta and Delta
Psi Kappa honorary.
An elementary education
major from Chesterfield, Debi
Carter was a colleague and has
made the Dean's list. She is also a
member of Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority. Debi was also president
of the Sophomore class, a
member of the Mardi Gras Court,
and has worked with the Miss
Longwood Pageant.
Brenda Chisolm is a Biology
major from Mineral, Va. She was
a colleague and an orientation
leader. Brenda is a member of
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. She
was an usherette for 1975
Oktoberfest. She is also a
member of Beta Beta Beta
honorary.
Linda Dobbins is a Home
Economics
major
from
Goldsboro.
She
was
an
Oktoberfest Klown, and is
currently serving as vicechairman of Residence Board.
Linda is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority and was
an orientation leader, and has
served on various college
committees.
An English major from
Virginia Beach, Gay Harrington

has made the Dean's list and is a
member of Alpha Lambda Delta
honorary. She was a member of
the varsity hockey and basketball
teams and was an Oktoberfest
usherette last year. Gay was also
chairman of the Summer
Reading Program and is
currently President of Geist.
Melissa Johnston is a Speech
and Dramatic Arts major from
Petersburg. She has made the
Dean's list and was a colleague.
Melissa is also a member of
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and
Alpha Psi Omega honorary. She
was also a contestant in the Miss
Ixmgwood Pageant and was the
1975 Oktoberfest Geistmeister.
Rachel Jolly is a Recreational
Therapy major from Clarksville.
She was a colleague and was
manager of the Basketball team.
Rachel was also chairman of
Swap Shop and is a member of
Alpha Sigma Tau sororotiy. She
has served on Judicial Board and
is currently the chairman.
A Biology major from
Roanoke, Molly Lee was
Chairman of Orientation for this
year. She has made the Dean's
list and was Vice-President of
Alpha lambda Delta honorary.
She is also a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority and Beta
Beta Beta honorary. She was a
member of the Swim Team and is
presently a member of Phi
Kappa Phi and Geist.
I^aurie Lee McCullough is an
Elementary Education major
from Friendsville, Md. She has
made the Dean's list and was a
colleague. She has served as
Treasurer of Student Union and is
presently chairman. Laurie is a
member of Geist and was an
orientation leader. She is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi
sorority and serves on the
Rotunda staff, l^aurie is also
(Continued on Page 7)
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"Five On Stage"- Oct. 28 Artists Series
By JO LEILI
"I'm really excited about this
program, because here in
Farmville at Longwood, we are
going to have a show comparable
to that as has been seen in some
of the top Broadway theatres in
New York City!" stated
chairperson of Artist Series,
Debbie Webb, concerning the
upcoming concert, Five On
Stage. To be held in Jarman
Auditorium, on Tuesday, October
28th, at 7:30 p.m., the first of the
1975-76 Artist Series, Five On
Stage, will feature a free
admission price with tickets
available after fall break.
Describing this innovative
concept in theatre production,
Debbie explained that "I guess in
discussing Five On Stage, I would
have to say that it is a musical
theatre, not exclusively opera,
bui a big, moving, vital theatre!"
Continuing further, in talking
about this show which has a
solidly booked schedule available
for the 1.975-76 academic year,
Debbie mentioned that "We have
so few cultural events on the
Longwood campus, that students
would actually be foolish not to
take advantage of such an
opportunity for free, when for
example at Kennedy Center
comparable seats would range
around six and seven dollars
each!" The only way one can
truly appreciate the diversity of
Five On Stage then, is to see it
live on October the 28th. The
following description, though,
offers a few basic hints as to what
is in store for the Jarman
Audience.
FIVE ON STAGE
is an
exciting and vital new concert
presentation which combines
outstanding singing and acting in
a program which is designed to
please anyone interested in
musical theatre. This wideranging program will present
complete scenes from Opera,
Operetta, Gilbert and Sullivan
and the Broadway stage. The

performers help create the studied at the Mozarteum
illusion of these scenes with props Summer Academy in Salzburg,
and costumes, and each scene is Austria, and at the Academie de
complete in its original form Musique Maurice Ravel in Saintwhich, in some cases, includes Jean-de-Luz, France. As the
spoken dialogue. FIVE ON winner of the American Opera
STAGE is another production Auditions, Miss Kimble was able
created by Edmond Karlsrud, to make her operatic debut in
Metropolitan Opera soloist, and Paris. In this country she has
he brings his many years of performed three seasons with the
unique concert and opera Metropolitan Opera Studio, two
performing and producing years at the Newport Musicexperience to this new program. Festival, been a resident
Over the years Mr. Karlsrud has member of the Atlanta Opera
created vocal attractions which Company, and was selected as a
have performed a total of over member of the first Wolf Trap
2,000 concerts — each and every Farm Park Opera in Washington,
one with great success. In each D.C. Miss Kimble has been a
case musical preparation is regional
finalist
in
the
provided by Charles Touchette, Metropolitan Opera Auditions
the noted arranger. FIVE ON and is a three time 1st place
STAGE is the latest addition to winner of the
National
this list of hit attractions and Association of Teachers of
bodes well to be one of the most Singing Contest.
successful of them all!
GARY POOL, tenor, hails from
BEVERLY
MYERS, Indianapolis, Indiana, and
coloratura soprano, is a New received his musical training
Yorker and she has received her both at the University of Indiana
musical training both privately (B.S.M.) and Florida Slate
and at the Manhattan School of University (M.M.). During his
Music. She also performed with studies at Indiana he was a
the Hunter College Opera member of their famous Opera
Workshop during this period. As Theatre and was also a member
a professional singer she has of the Florida State Opera
concentrated on opera and light Theatre. While in Florida he
opera roles, with occasional served as a Teaching Assistant in
forays into the concert and Voice at the University and
oratorio fields. Miss Myers has appeared professionally
appeared frequently as soloist throughout the stale under the
with Performing Arts Society of auspices of the Florida State
New York, The Harford Opera Council of the Arts, The Civic
Company, The Chautauqua Opera of the Palm Beaches, and
Opera Association, The St. I-ouis the Pensacola Oratorio Society.
Opera,
The
Westchester Since arriving in New York City
Performing Arts Society, and he has performed as a leading
The Highfield Theatre. Recently tenor with the Metropolitan
she was named winner of the Opera Studio and with the New
William Malheus Sullivan York Lyric Opera Company.
Award.
PETER
SCHROEDER,
KAREN KIMBLE,
lyric Baritone, began his musical
soprano, is from Oklahoma and studies early and at age thirteen
was graduated from the entered the Juilliard School of
University of Tulsa. Following Music Preparatory Division. In
this she won a Fulbright
Scholarship for the study of opera
in Rome, Italy, and she also

0^gdt
"Your happy shopping store"

DUCKS, LTD.
Eft. 1975
Home Off The H-S Rugby Football Club

MEALS-MUNCHIES-MUSIC

1965
he graduated from
Juilliard's college division and
entered the U.S. Army where he
served as a choral director, vocal
soloist and bandsman. During
this period he was the winner of
the 4th Army*s classical vocal
contest and later, as a civilian,
won prizes in the National Arts
Club and Baltimore Civic Opera
Company
contests.
Mr.
Schroeder has loured in concert
with the Rondoliers Trio and has
performed operatic roles with the
Goldovsky Opera Theatre, The
Chautauqua Opera Company.
The Bel Canto Opera, The Bronx
Opera and The Singers Theatre.
HUGH WADDY, accompanist,
hails from Georgia. He received
his Bachelor of Music degree
from Baylor University and went
on to win a Master of Sacred
Music degree
in
organ

S-UN Mixer- Oct. 16- Gold Room

"Gas House Gang"- From Va. Beach
the cup, the Gold Room will take
on for a tune the atmosphere of a
Attention all partiers: Have the disco-bar, starring none other
pressures of school, tests, than Virginia Beach's versatile
assignments, and work gotten "Gas House Gang." A five man
you to the point whereby you just inn . sure to please as much
can't wait for fall break to begin? visually as audibly, and toting
Do you feel like a little dancing several tons of equipment, the
(and maybe a 'Tittle" drinking!) "Gas House Gang" has appeared
might be just the thing needed to at, among other places,
break up the tensions and "Peabody's" in Virginia Beach,
prepare you for a more relaxed,
Hurry Sundown" and "Bill-Boenjoyable Fall Break? Well, if so, Boggins" in Richmond, Night
the Student Union invites you to Gallery" in Lynchburg, and the
its third mixer of the year, to be September 7th Band Concert ai
held on Thursday night, October William and Mary College in
16th, from 8:00 to 11:30 p.m.. in WhTiamsburg. A few members
the Gold Room of the Ixinkford having played at Longwood
before (remember the good
Building.
With an admission price of looking, blond lead guitarist in
$1.00, and beer and coke sold by the Mainmen?) their songs range
By JO LEILI

Cumbey Jewelers
RINGS - NECKLACES
BRACELETS

392-5501
Icross from the twin towers.

performance from the School of
Church Music, Southern Baptist
Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky.
Further study took place at the
JlliUiard School of Music where
his piano teacher was Lcland
Thompson. For four summers he
was organist at the Southern
Baptist Summer Assembly in
Ridgecrest, North Carolina, and
lie is currently organist and
choirmaster at the Glad Tidings
Tabernacle in New York City.
Mr. Waddy has played over 200
concerts <>n lour with both
soloists and singing groups such
as The Rondoliers, "Five by Six"
and "The Little Music Theatre,"
and he lias been opera coach and
accompanist for the Ruffino
Opera, The Westbury Opera
Theatre, The New York Grand
Opera, The New York School of
Opera and Jerome Hires' opera,
"1 Am The Way".

SORORITY JEWELRY
Free Engraving

from rock, to the soft and slow, to
modern disco music sure in lest
the talents of any hustle or
continental partaker. Their
imitation of the style of Bllon
John, Bad Company, BaclunanTurner-Overdrive,
Average
White Rand, and K.C and I he
Sunshine Band t<> anem a few, is
superb as accompanied by the
emphasized, seductive gyrations
of I he lead singer.
So, if ihi* shove information
provokes a little interest, and a
study break seems to he i
del,
the partying begins B< H (Ml p.m.,
and ii is sure to be fine!
VIRGINIA NATIONAL

BANK
Farmville, Va.
Two Convenient Locations
• Longwood Office
Across from Farmville
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
We Welcome Studen'
Accounts

VIRG l\l! V!
NATIC \M BAN!
FARMVILL

VA
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PRINTMAKING IN AMERICA
OCTOBER 1-31, 1975

Faculty Art Exhibit Includes Prints
Painting And Photography - Through Oct 31
The current exhibition uf work
by i he Art Department Faculty a;
[iimgwood College is colorful,
exuberant and varied, with each
member displaying a strongly
individual approach.
The Chairman, Barbara
Bi ihop,
is
showing
a
photograph!) screen and w«i
photo-screen prints combining
hei impeccable sense "f design
with hedelicac) »i liand coloring
and a suggestion "f the life-death
rhythm inherent in nature.
Sheer delight in life and color
forms a joyous union in David
Mexick's paintings, and such
works as the large, red "Knd of
Summer" or "Painting for a
Child's Room," fairly dance for
he viewer. His pottery evinces ;i
similar spontaneity
The silvei and rosewood piece
,f Mark Italdridge, whose
jewelry and metal smithing have
been shown widely, is a fine
example both of his superior
craftsmanship and Baroque
approach t«> metal and wood.
Lhsabelh Klynn takes us u ihe
fair with hci photographs; noi i..
In* fan <f sideshow freaks shot
Longwood College
FACULTY ART EXHIBIT
Lancaster Library Gallery
September 29-October 31

b) Arbus, bui I" those ordinary
folk who lake small risks la fill
lime and shout Bingo. She has
caught their purchased anxieties.
Nancy Leitch shows a relief
panel In Buckingham slate, 'The
(mod Samaritan," in the biblical
sense, a suhile study, low keyed
and understated. Her two pastel
drawings of the tfreat Meadow
stallion, Secretarial, form a
robust contrast.
The silkscreened "bouquets" of
Janice I.emeu are so vivid thai
Ihey refuse to be confined in
frames, but reach out for the
viewer from their glass
enclosures. Her paintings, all
based oil Flamenco dance and
music, suggest he stomping
whirl of Andalusian gypsies,
again barely held within the
canvas.
Virginia Mitchell, who joins ihe
siaff this year, shows her
versa)ility as a craftsman with a
sensiiively carved rosewood nay
and salad servers, plus a
stilchery on linen.
The drawings and paintings of
Homer Springer offer sure
control "f line and appreciative
rendering of the nuances of color
und suggested texture. The effect
of his boldness in combining
disparale elements within a
painting is as refreshing as Ihe
plains which wine about their
human companions on canvas.
The drawings, especially,

. .

b-U/V

disclose his humor ai the
ceremonious,
The sculptures of Conway B.
Thompson are an 'Antique
Head" carved from marble, four
stoneware forms which evoke the
sinuous dance, and one of her
elegiac rural cons;ructions, using
a baiiered and discarded buggy
wheel and a ruined bridle. Il is
.*n tilled ". . . and on Sundays he
vent courting behind the Morgan
mare."
Jackie Wall presents a large
prim, in the tradition of North
German expressionism. The
crouching, youthful figure,
pressing against the bounds of
the frame and filling Ihe
compressed space, becomes
almost mythic In feeling.
Carolyn Wells is showing
phoiouraphs, two of which are
emotionally kin in suggesting ihe
ransiiory passage of tune one,
a double portrait revealing that
pause between childhood and
age, and the other, bare grain)
footprints jus; above the ocean's
ide.
The exhibition ie un display in
he lancasier Library (iallery
and is open during the regular
hours of the library: Monday
through Thursday, 8 a.m. toiop.in.; Friday, 8 a.m. in 5 p.m.;
Saturday, 1 In 5 p.m.; and
Sunday, G io 10 p.m. It closes
October 31. The public is
cordially invited.

Selected works from the permanent
collection of the Roanoke
Fine Arts Center
Monday-Friday, 9 a,m. to 12 noon; 1-5 p.m.
S..L
Saturday-Sunday, 2-6 p.m.

Bad Check Committee
(Continued from Page 1)
check". They are then given a
time period in which they have to
pick up a receipt from Ihe Bad
Check committee office, and
have the merchant sign the
receipt when they pay off the
"bad check". The student must
then return the receipt and the
check, proving that he has paid it,
and his case is then closed. This
system has proven to be very
workable and enforceable and is
being studied by our Bad Check

committee. The other school,
Washington and I>ee, has a fine
system in which a student has to
pay a certain amount of money,
which increases along with his
offenses. So, this committee looks
after accounts considered
overdue by local merchants by
paying off their students checks
and enforcing the fine system.
At present, Longwood's Bad
Check committee is still meeting
and trying to sel up a workable
system that will be inforced as
well as obeyed.

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
PRESIDENT — Melissa Wiggins
2nd floor North Cunningham
VICE-PRESIDENT — Ellie Kennedy
261 North Cunningham
SECRETARY — Diane Morris
122 South Cunningham
TREASURER — Nancy Bailey
314 North Cunningham

ft I . \
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A/Ov. lC-iu
error Alovies
fufcSdaix - Be€\ Pi7_zd + Cos-tame Par-tu
Thfc Warrens SpeaW Co
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National Science foundation
Fellowships Presented On March 15
WASHINGTON, D. C. - The
National Research Council has
again been called upon to advise
the National Science Foundation
in the selection of candidates for
the Foundation's program of
Graduate Fellowships. Panels
of eminent scientists appointed
by the National Research Council
will evaluate qualifications of
applicants. Final selection will be
made by the Foundation, with
awards to be announced on
March 15, 1976.
Initial
NSF
Graduate
Fellowship awards are intended
for students at or near the
beginning of their graduate
study. In general, therefore,
those eligible to apply will be
college seniors or first-year
graduate students this Fall.
Subject to the availability of
funds, new fellowships awarded

in the spring of 1976 will be for
periods of three years, the second
and third years contingent on
certification to the Foundation by
the fellowship institution of the
student's satisfactory progress
toward an advanced degree in
science.
These fellowships will be
awarded for study or work
leading to master's or doctoral
degrees in the mathematical,
physical, medical, biological,
engineering, and social sciences,
and in the history and philosophy
of science. Awards will not be
made in clinical, education, or
business fields, in history or
social work, for work leading to
medical, dental, law, or public
health degrees, or for study in
joint science-professional degree
programs. Applicants must be
citizens of the United States, and

Twenty-six L.C. Seniors
Chosen As Who's Who
(Continued from Page 4)
active on several college
committees.
Patty Merrel is a Physical
Education major from Virginia
Beach. She is a member of the
gymnnstic
team,
has
participated in Klowns for
Oktoberfesl and is a member of
the Longwood Company of
Dancers. She has served on both
the Fall and Spring Courts and is
a member of Delta Psi Kappa
honorary.
A math major from Seaford, N.
Y., Ellen Morrison is a past Dorm
President. She is a member of
Geist and lias made the Dean's
list. She was a colleague and a
member of Alpha lambda Delta
honorary. She presently serves
as Fire Warden for Residence
Board.
Beth Reese is an English major
from Hopewell. She is a member
of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority and
was past chairman of Judical
Board. She was a colleague and a
member of the May court. She
was Chairman of the Miss
Longwood Pageant last year and
also past chairman of the Artists
Series.
Susan Ridenour is a Sociology
major from Slaunion. She was a
colleague and an usherette for
Oktoberfesl. She has made the
Dean's list and was a
representative on the Mardi Gras
Court. Susan is a member of
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and
Geist and was the 1975
Oktoberfesl Chairman.
An Elementary Education
major from Nathalie, Betty
Ridgway has made the Dean's
list and is a representative to
legislative Board. She is a
member of Geist and of Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority and has
served on various conunittees of
the college.
Rhonda Stockton Rowland is a

Tou're always
welcome

at

FIDELITY
NATIONAL BANK

math major from Farmville, She
has worked on the Rotunda staff
and was a colleague. She made
the Dean's list and is a member
of Lynchnos and Alpha Lambda
Delta honorary. She is also a
member of Psi Kappa Phi and
Kappa Delta Psi honoraries.
Terry Sawyer is a Physical
Education major from Virginia
Beach. She was Freshman class
Vice-President and is currently
serving as President of the Senior
class. She was a Klown, a
colleague, and a member of Delta
Psi Kappa honorary. She is a
member of Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority and participates in
hockey and lacrosse varsity
teams.
A Biology major from Virginia
Beach, Sue Scarborough was
Head Colleague and a member of
the hockey team. She is in Beta
Beta Beta honorary and Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority. Sue is
currently serving as Chariman of
Legislative Board and is a
member of Geist. Sue was the
1974
Feistmeister
for
Oktoberfesl.
Anne Somerville is a Physical
Education major from Orange.
She was a member of Freshman
Commission and Colleagues. She
has made the Dean's list and was
an Okloberfest usherette. She is
currently Vice-Chairman of
legislative Board and a member
of Delta Psi Kappa honorary.
Ann Tarkenton is a Biology
major from Virginia beach. She
was a colleague and has
participated in Dance concerts.
Ann has made the Dean's list and
is a member of Lynchnos, Alpha
lambda Delta, and Beta Beta
Beta honoraries.
An English major from
Mechanicsville, Jean Tale has
served on Residence Board and
has made the Dean's list. She has
worked on Oktoberfest and is
currently
Chairman
of
Publications Board.
Sue Thaker, a Physical
Therapy major from Churchville
was on Freshman Commission
and has made the Dean's list. She
was treasurer of the YWCA and is
currently Vice-President of
Geist.
Jan Waldron is a Spanish
major from Bedford. Jan was a
colleague and has worked with
Oktoberfest and Swap Shop. She
is a member of Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority and is Vice-President of
the Senior Class.

will be judged solely on the basis
of ability. The annual stipend for
Graduate Fellows will be $3,900
for a twelve-month tenure with no
dependency allowances.
Applicants will be required to
take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test
scientific
aptitude
and
achievement. The examinations,
administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be give on
December 13, 1975 at designated
centers throughout the United
States and in certain foreign
countries.
The deadline dale for the
submission of applications for
NSF Graduate Fellowhips is
December 1, 1975. Further
information and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National
Research
Council,
2101
Constitution
Avenue,
Washington, D. C. 20418.
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SPORTS SCHEDULE THROUGH OCTOBER
Golf

15

October
away — Sweet Briar

1:00
away
Lynchburg

31-Nov. 2

VFISW Tournament

16
22
30
31

Field Hockey
October
home-VPI&SU
away-VCU
home — Mary Washington
home — Lynchburg

3:00
3:30
3:30
3:00

15
28
30

Tennis
October
home — Southern Seminary
away — Sweet Briar
away - Westhampton

4:15
3:00
3:00

Volleyball
October
16
28
30

home-VCU
away — EMC
home — Mary Washington

7:00
6:00
4:00

Kent State: Questions Go Unanswered
On Respon sibility For Fatal Gunfire
ByCURTKOEHLER
(CPS) — When national
guardsmen killed four students
and wounded nine at Kent State
University more than five years
ago, a new dimension of horror
broke into the lives of many
Americans, both young and old:
the spectre of battle-ready
soldiers shooting students on
campus.
Ever since that day, in courthouses and jury room, newspaper
column and legal brief, the
argument has raged as to who, if
anyone, was responsible for 13
seconds of fatal gunfire on May 4,
1970.
Did state and guard officials
set the stage for the tragedy
through a combination of
malicious, thoughtless and inept
policies and actions? Did
guardsmen intentionally fire into
the crowd of students following
them? Or were dangerous,
rioting students unlawfully
assembled properly dispersed by
soldiers who feared for their own
lives?
In what for many culminated
the Kent State debate, a $46
million civil damages suit
charging Ohio Gov. James A.
Rhodes and 28 persent and
former state officials and
guardsmen with depriving the
dead and wounded students of
their right to life and liberty went
to trial last spring.
On August 27, after 15 weeks of
testimony and five days of
deliberation, jurors for ihe case
voted 9-3 to absolve the officials
and guardsmen of responsibility
for the shootings. For those
closest to the case, however, Kent
State was not closed.
"Thanks to these jurors,
murder by the state is correct,"
lamented Arthur Krause, whose
daughter Allison died at Kent
State.
Lawyers for Krause, the
families of .the three other dead
students, and the nine wounded
students filed September 13 for a
new trial as a first step in
appealing the August verdict.
Their motion claimed procedural
errors by the court and in the
judge's charge to the jury.
"Everybody's hands were
washed clean 'by the jury's
verdict), as if there was nothing
wrong," said David Engdahl, one
of the attorneys for the plaintiffs.
Engdahl said Kent Stale is
cited as the worst example of how

to deal with civil disorders by
guard officials outside Ohio. "Yet
Ihe jury tells us nothing was
wrong," Engdahl said. "Thai jusi
can't be."
Many close to 'he case looked
to the civil trial as a forum where
"the truth about Kent State"
would finally come out. Yet
testimony during the trial was
almost always conflicting,
expecially on major points such
as whether the guardsmen's lives
were endangered and who was
responsible for guard activities
on campus.
"Many of the guard were in
fear that the crowd would take
away their guns and bayonet ur
shoot them," argued defense
attorney Charles Brown. "This
was not a Mayday picnic but
insurrection, rebellion."
"I felt my life was in
danger," testified Sgt. Lawrence
Schafer. "I saw no necessity to
shoot," countered guardsman
James W. Ferriss.
Prior to the order to disperse
the rally, there was no violence of
any kind on May 4 and the rally
did not present any danger to any
person or property, lawyers for
the plaintiffs argued.
They also contended that Gov.
Rhodes made inflammatory
statements contributing to the
atmosphere which spawned the
shootings.
Jurors heard a tape recording
of a press conference 26 hours
prior to the shooting in which
Rhodes called those responsible
for campus unresi "worse than
the brown shirts and the
communist element and also the
night riders and the vigilantes."
"Kent State has probably the

most vicious form of campus
violence and we are going to
employ every force of the law
that we have under <>ui
authority," Rhodes said. "They
(the student activists) are the
worst type of people we have in
America. We will employ every
weapon possible."
Rhodes denied his remarks
were inflammatory.
In addition, a former guard
sergeant testified that Gov.
Rhodes told a meeting of officers
the day before the shooting that'
he had gone In Kent to assume
full command of law enforcement
activities there. According to the
sergeant, Rhodes said the guard
was in control of the campus, thai
classes would remain in session
"even if it meant keeping an
armed guard in each < lass.'* and
thai Rhodes "didn't want In sec
two students walking together."
Gov.
Rhodes
denied
responsibility for guard activities
ai Kent, saying tin meeting was
only for him to gain input from
people on the scene. The
governor
also
denied
responsibility for ihe decision to
use loaded weapons at Kent,
saying the size of stale
government
required thai
management details be handled
by lower-ranking officials.
Other witnesses testified thai
Rhodes and high-ranking guard
officials took control of the Kent
campus from school officials who
had not requested guardsmen be
sent to Kent in the first place.
This point, too. was contested by
a guard officer who said
decisions were made jointly by
state and university officials.
(Continued on Page 8)

Patterns And Patience Help
Win For L.C, Volleyball Team
The longwood College J.V.
volleyball team traveled to
Ferrum Junior College last
Tuesday to bump the opposing
team into the losing column by
defeating them in two straight
games 15-11, 15-9.
The patterned offense and the
patient defense were Longwood's
key to their easy victory in games
that only lasted twenty-five
minutes totaled. Among the
players for I/mgwood, Cathy Holt
served eight consecutive points
which snapped the concentration

and confidence of Ihe Kerrun,
players.
According to the Longwood
coach, Mrs. Carolyn Price, this
years team has the most
potential to win their way to the
slate tournaments. The teams
biggest asset is then ability to
control the ball and set up the
spike, which is usually set up for
5' 11" Terri Johnson to put away.
The teams victory over
Ferrum gives them a 1-0 win-loss
record.
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"The Children's Hour' - Longwood
Players To Present On Nov. 19-22
By CHARLENE WILTON
Rehearsals for the longwood
Players production of The
Children's Hour, to be directed by
Dr. Martha E. Mattus, are
underway. The dramatic play,
the second of four major plays to
be produced this year, will open
November 19 and play through
November 22.
Written by Ijllian Hellman at
ihe age of twenty-six, the play
deals with a girl in a boarding
school who spreads rumors that
the two headmistresses have an
"unnatural" affection for each
other. The play has been
acclaimed by many critics for its
"dramatic
intensity
and
hological insight." The first
production of the play in
November of 1934 was a
tremendous success, running for
(i!ii
performances.
The
scheduling of this play at
ljungwuod
this
year
is
particularly timely, since Ms.

Kent State

Hellman was recently named
Woman of the Year."
The Children's Hour serves as
a contrast to the Player's first
production of the year, The
Beggar's Opera. The viewers of
this play will find that it creates a
closer
audience-actor
relationship than the previous
play, and also The Children's
Hour will elicit a deeper
emotional
response.
The
proposed realistic set will give
the students working with the
play a different experience than
dealing with the representative
set of The Beggar's Opera. Dr.
Iiockwood, the set designer, has
designed two complete sets, the
boarding school used in Act I and
Act III, and the home of Mrs.
Tilford in which the second act
takes place.
Heading the cast as the two
accused teachers are Linda
Frank as Karen, and Melissa
Johnston as Martha. Melissa, a
senior has been seen in major
roles in numerous productions,

(Continued from Page 7)
Such contradictions obviously
compounded the difficulty in
convincing the jurors that a
preponderance of evidence
showed Ihe defendants were
guilty "f negligence.
Lawyer Engdahl said the trial
showed the immense difficulty in
obtaining a satisfactory verdict
when
both
political
considerations and complicated
facts applied to a case.
Yel for all the conflicting
evidence and buck passing, one
fact remained clear for those
dose to the case students died
thai day.
When a U.S. District Court
judge issued a verdict of
acquittal in an earlier criminal
trial of eight guardsmen on a civil
rights charge similar to that just
tried, Arthur Krause asked
bitterly, "How can you kill
somebody and not rob them of
I heir civil rights?"
"It's like everything else,"
Krause added. "Everytime the
system starts to work, someone
finds a monkey wrench to throw
into it."
"In 1970 we shot our own
children," said Engdahl. "hi 1975
we said. It's okay.' '

Oktoberfest
(Continued from Page 1)
.Judges for the skits were: Mr.
Tucker Keiser, Ms. Linda
Femald, Ms. Peggy Wood, and
Mrs. Carolyn Jolly. The breakdown for the two colors included:
Costumes: Reds - 15 points,
(ireens - 19points; Music: Reds
17 points; Greens - 17 points;
Staging and choreography: Reds
15 points; Greens — 16 points;
Sets: Reds —15 points; Greens —
16 points: Script effectiveness:
Reds — 16 points; Greens — 16
points; making the total of 78
points for the Reds and 84 points
for the Greens.
Overall totals for the week
end were: 135 points for the Reds
and 121 point for the Greens.
With the elaborate skits and the
all-around lighter and more
professional
atmosphere.
Oktoberfest was a highlight of the
year. Iiongwood ingenuity and
hard work mixed with a lot of
spirit and fun, combining the
green and red spirits to make a
great blue and white week end for
all to have come to, seen and
enjoyed.

STUDY SEMINAR
The times and places of each are as follows:
Dr. Heintz — Mondays, 5:00-6:00 p.m., French
parlor — October 13, 27; November 3, 10,
17; December 1, 8.
Dr. Harris — Thursdays, 5:00-6:00 p.m., Lankford Reading Room — October 16, 23; November 6. 13, 20; December 4, 11.
Miss Swann — Tuesdays, 6:45-7:45 p.m., Cox
Recreation Room — October 14, 28; November 4. 11. 18; December 2, 9.

CRUTE'S
School & Office Supplies
Photographic
Equipment & Supplies
101 Main Street

but this is "Frankie's" first
experience in a major role on
Jarman Stage. Renny Manley, a
freshman music major who was
seen as Suke Tawdry in The
Beggar's Opera, will play the
part of Helen Burton.
The part of Mary, the malicious
gossiper and chronic lier, will be
portrayed by sophomore Karen
Kimbrough. Karen was last seen
as Eve in The Apple Tree and is
very excited about her role
because she "finally gets to play
someone who isn't sweet and
cute." Roalie, a fellow student
who is continually being
manipulated by Mary, will be
played by Marilyn Kibler, a
newcomer to the Jarman stage.
Mary's grandmother Mrs.
Tilford, who is also a victim of
her manipulation, will be played
by senior Nancy Pomplun.
Jacqui Singleton, whose name
is familiar on Longwood's
campus as author of the one act
plays presented last year, will
play the character of Agatha, the
companion-housekeeper of Mrs.
Tilford. Agatha is one of the few
not deceived by Mary's innocent
facade. Freshman lisa Pellis, a
newcomer to Players'
productions, will play the part of
Martha's aunt, Lily Mortor, an
aging
actress
who
is
instrumental in the downfall of
the women's reputations.
Other students of the boarding
school, all "new faces" on the
Jarman stage, include: Peggy,
played by senior Gay Harrington,
Catherine, portrayed by Marcie
Moody, Lois, played by Cathy
I^affey, and Evelyn, played by
freshman Michelle McCollun.
The part of Dr. Joseph Cardin
had not been cast at this time.
The student director for The
Children's Hour is a sophomore
biology and chemistry major.
Ann Marie Morgan, and the stage
manager is junior Barb Espey.
The costumes will be designed by
Trish Howland and in charge of
their construction is senior
music major, Vicky Cross.
Longwood
students
are
admitted free with I. D.
Admission for Hampden-Sydney
students is $1.00; regular
admission is $2.00. Tickets can be
obtained from the door or in
advance by contacting Brenda
Ragsdale, Box
, Iiongwood
College.

DRINK RECIPE
SUSPICIOUS CHARACTER
1 jigger of dark rum
5 ounces of leamonade
2 ounces of limeade
4 teaspoons of sugar
Mix together with crushed ice.

Students Direct One Act
Plays- December 2-4
Believing that experience is the
best teacher, Dr. Ix>ckwood, who
teaches the Directing class
l Drama 301), has asked each of
the class members to-pick a one
act to direct. The students will be
solely responsible for the entire
production of the one acts, to be
presented December 2-4.
The students were given
complete freedom to choose the
play, the cast, and the place for
their production. They were
encouraged to choose different
age groups to work with, such as
working with the Campus School,
local high schools, or even with
an
interested
community
organization. Most of the student
directors chose to work with the
college level, though Trish
Howland will be working with
students from Cumberland High
School. The play she chose,
"Golliwhoppers", is a children's
bicentennial musical comedy of
American folk lore. She plans to
present her show ai the Campus
School.
The students reactions lu their
assignments vary from "I'm
terrible excited" to "I'm scared
to death!" Jacqui Singleton,
Longwood's resident student
playwright, is especially excited
over the project. Seven of the
class members chose her plays to
produce, and Jacqui will be doing
her two act musical, "Sweet,
Sweet, Dreamer." She will be
seeing most of her one acts
produced for the first time.
The class scheduled five of
Jackie's plays for Wednesday,
Dec. 3, and that night will be
known as "A Night with Jacqui
Singleton". On this night Mary
Kay Wilcoxon will do "Daddy's
Home", I>ori Maione will do "The

Motherhood Affair" and Suzann
Smith will produce "Tara USA",
a farce about commercialism in
America. "Dinner at Libbys",
also by Jacqui Singleton, will be
directed by Nancy Pomplum,
who said it is a comedy about 3
roommates, "one terminally ugly
and a super "clutz", and how her
roomates try to build her
confidence."
Pam
Kidd's
direction of "Michael and
Cheeta," a story about a
mismatched boy and girl who
became very good friends, will be
the last of Jacqui's plays to be
produced that night.
On Thursday, Dec. 4, the class
will present 3 more of Jacqui's
plays. Karen Overman will direct
one of them; Cindy Johnson's
choice is "The Substitute", a
drama about a white couple who
adopt a black child. Jacqui
herself will direct "Sweet, Sweet
Dreamer," a two-act musical
which deals with the theme of
reality v.s. fantasy. The fourth
play scheduled for Thursday is an
original psychological drama to
be directed by Bill Atkinson.
Tuesday night, Donna Brooks
is tentatively planning to direct
"Next". Anne Saunders will
direct "Where have All the
lightening Bugs Gone", Barb
Espey, "Touch the Bluebird's
Song", and Charlene Wilton, "At
a Beetle's Pace", all three of
which comprise I,ouis Catron's
trilogy of one acts.
The
product
of
the
work will synthesize what the
students have learned in the
class. Dr. Lockwood is confident
of the students abilities, stating
(hat by show time of the one acts,
each student "will be an expert."

Math Department Presents Talks
On The Aspects Of Metric System
ByJEANPOSSNACK
The Mathematics Department
is well aware of the United
State's pending transition to the
metric system. Mrs. Josephine
Magnifico and Dr. F. Richard
Kidder have spent much of their
own time explaining this strange
system to various groups
throughout Farmville and
Charlotte County. On September
16, Farmville's Business and
Professional Women's Club was
audience to Mrs. Magnifico's
speech on the metric system.
Farmville's Women's Club heard
Mrs. Magnifico speak on October
1.
•Mathematics Education:
Implementation of the Metric
System" was the title of a one
semester-hour course taught by
Dr. Kidder. It was a new course,
designed as a Longwood
extension offering. This course

was taught the past five Tuesday
evenings to Charlotte County's
elementary teachers and was
just completed.
Dr. Kidder also spoke on
October 6, at the Ninth Annual
Conference of the Association of
Virginia
Academies,
at
Nansemond-Suffolk
Academy,
Suffolk, Virginia. The topic of his
discussion was "The Teaching of
Geometry in the Middle School"
This
discussion
included
transformational geometry and
children's spatial ability.
Miss Merry Lewis Allen, Ms.
Sandra Bollinger, Dr. Richard
Kidder,
Mrs.
Josephine
Magnifico, Mr. E.T. Noone, and
Mrs. Cada Parrish attended the
Thirteenth
Annual
State
Mathematics Conferences
sponsored
by
the
State
Department of Education at
Fredericksburg this past week

end, October 10-11.
Mrs. Parrish also participated
in the meeting of the Virginia
Mathematics Supervisors Group,
Friday,
October
10,
in
Fredericksburg. Mrs. Parrish is
a member of the committee
working on the program for the
organizational meeting of the
Virginia Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. The first meeting
of this council will be in March,
1976.
The mathematics majors were
treated to a second coke-cookie
party by the mathematics faculty
on October 2. MATHEMATICS
FOR FUN AND PROFIT,
planned for Saturday, October 25,
was the main topic at the
informal meeting. The majors
were asked to sign up on the
bulletin board on third floor
Grainger
for
numerous
activities prior to, or for, that
Saturday.

